Let A be an infinite matrix. Each / G c'A has a representation f(x) = a lim,, x + t(Ax) + rx. The purpose of this short article is to answer the following problems raised by Wilansky. 1. Does a invariantly unique imply a1-invariant? 2. Does A not-replaceable imply ax invariant? 3. Could a function/ G c'A with a uniquely zero have a matrix representation? 4. Is the set of test functions invariant?
We assume that A is a fixed matrix with convergent columns, i.e. cA D <p, the finite sequences. Every/ E c'A has a representation (1) f(x) = alim x + t(Ax) + rx A where /E/,r£c{, t(Ax) = 1,"tn(Ax)", rx = "2.krkxk. The representation (1) is far from unique for/and we say a is unique for A if all representations for/ have the same a. It is easy to see that a is unique for one / iff a is unique for all /.
a is said to be invariantly unique of a is unique for every B with cA = cB. If a is invariantly unique, and B is any matrix with cA = cB, and / E c'A, we write aA(f), aB(f) for the values of a when /is expressed in the form (1) with respect to A or B. Put aA = {/ E c'A; aA(f) = 0} and similarly for aB. If aA -ctg for every B with cA -cB, we say ax is invariant.
The following problems were raised by Wilansky in [1] . 1. Does a invariantly unique imply a x invariant? 2. Does A not-replaceable imply ax invariant? (Here we assume A is conversative.)
3. Could a function / E c'A with a uniquely zero have a matrix representation? I.e. there is a matrix B with cA = cB, limÄ = /.
It is known that if / has a representation (1) with a =£ 0, / has a matrix representation. (See [3, Satz 5.3].) We observe that if a is not invariantly unique, there is a matrix D with cD = cA such that f has a representation (1) (in D-form) with a ¥= 0. The above known result which we have just mentioned tells us that f has a matrix representation. Thus it remains to consider Problem 3 in the case that a is invariantly unique. Proof. Let A, B be two matrices with cA = cB and let / E a/ and so / can be written in the form/(x) = t(Bx) + rx. Then, by Theorem 1,
Since tC E I we have / E aA. Hence aB c aA. Similarly we can prove aA C a/. Thus we conclude that a x is invariant. But this would imply 0 = lim,, x + t'(Ax) + r'x where /' = -tC, r' = tD + r. This contradicts that a is invariantly unique.
Theorem 5. The set of test functions is invariant.
Proof. Let A, B be two matrices with cA = cB. Let TA be the set of all test functions with respect to A and similarly for TB. If / E TB we consider the following two cases: Case 1. a is not unique for A. We can write / in two different representations f(x) = ax\imx + tx(Ax) + rxx = a2\imx + t2(Ax) + r2x.
A A Let A = a2/(a2 -ax). Then / = A/ + (1 -A)/ expresses / with a = 0. Case 2. a is unique for A. Since / E TB,f can be expressed in the form f(x) = f(5x) + rx. Then, by Theorem 1,
